Example of PA/VA sytem in a retail store with
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NEO is an innovative Public Address and Voice Alarm system
that allows with just one equipment an easy audio installation
for small and medium venues.
Because great audio quality is important, NEO has an
integrated amplifier with professional audio features, DSP and
24 bits of digital audio per channel and balanced imputs/
outputs.
The system is especially designed to meet and even exceed
the most stringent safety requirements of the EN 54 and the EN
60849 standards. NEO ensures an outstanding performance in
the most demanding situations.
NEO is a DIGITAL IP system: it can be connected to an Ethernet
network and be part of a system fully controlled and monitored
in the cloud by the SIME software.

-

5 imput sources
8 independent amplification zones
Emergency microphone integrated
Full system surpervision
3.5" Frontal touch screen
Ethernet connection

-Perfect for medium and small venues
-Cost effective compact system
-High quality audio PA and BGM system
-Voice Alarm system EN 54 -16
-Digital IP system - Management in the cloud
-Pre-recorded messages
-Limitless scalability

System example in shopping mall using LDA:
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The SONORA PA/VA system offers the perfect quality, flexibility
and audio power necessary to cover multi-zone venues with
big amplification areas. For example, the STV Digital Amplifier
offers 4x400W rms balanced audio outputs, DSP and Cobranet.
Because it is a DIGITAL IP system, all the elements
communicate intelligently over the network, and it can benefit
from the advantages of the SIME software, such as the easy
integration with third-party systems and the possibility to
manage in the cloud several audio systems from buildings in
different geographical points.
SONORA is the perfect choice for shopping centers and has
already been successfully installed in hundreds of protects.

-Perfect for big shopping malls
-High quality audio PA and BGM system
-EN 60849 Voice Alarm system
-Digital IP system - Management in the cloud
-Pre-recorded messages
-Limitless scalability

Management in the cloud: SIME Software

LDA SIME is the control, configuration and management
software platform for PA/VA systems.
- Intuitive and simple full system
control
- Audio content distribution over
the network
- Pre-recorded message scheduler
- Multi-platform access from
anywhere
- Access control and security
- Seamless integration with 3rd
party technologies through
standard protocols
With LDA SIME Full Control it is possible to
monitor, and configure the whole system
and set any audio source to a zone or group
of zones from one or even several buildings.
With LDA SIME Calendar allows you to
schedule music or pre-recorded messages
that will be played at any given time or zone.
For example, each morning we can schedule at the opening
time to deliver to all zones the message “Welcome and have a
nice shopping” or only in a group of zones the message “Enjoy
the benefits of the members loyalty programme today!”

Full control

Calendar

“A good sound quality
reflects the quality of the
venue”

